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He has a primary aim in his thoughts: his college friend Vijay (Santhanam). They used to often meet previously, whereas Vijay was seeking back for his due pursuits, which are now accomplished. Having seen Azhagu Raja's hard work, Vijay considers that, presently, he is on the opposite approach, and that he has now to present the chance of his lifestyle to
him. Vijay wishes to assist Azhagu Raja to manage his life, and so he asks for his assist with his job. The only one approach he knows is the one of television. However, before Vijay sets his things into motion, Azhagu Raja's brother Prabhu suffers from non-functioning lungs and is within the approach of dying. There are only a few days left for Prabhu to live. He
and Prabhu father (T. S. Raghu) need their son and youngsters to return back for their own family. Alonco Rakshan Vijay joins him immediately and leads him to seek after a job. Vijay spots Azhagu Raja famous and models him suitable for the position of a doctor. However, Prabhu would not allow him the chance, and instead narrates the story to the viewers as
the film begins. Prabhu is additionally connected to the Health Minister (Prasad Perumal), and he requests him for the position. Prabhu asks Prabhu to permit him to have Azhagu Raja on his staff. The Minister agrees to the job, and he says he can simply not succeed Azhagu Raja if that is the situation. Thus, Azhagu Raja is to be called on the scene of Prabhu's

son. Prabhu offers Azhagu Raja the chance to educate his nephew to be a doctor. He will even permit him to have a specialist visa, but due to the insane condition in his lungs, he needs to have a try to be a doctor first.
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All in All Azhagu Raja could be a 2013 Indian Tamil romantic comedy film written and directed by M. Rajesh.It featured Karthi, Kajal Aggarwal and Santhanam within the lead roles. The film was discharged on two Nov 2013, Deepavali.The film has received negative reviews from critics and fans particularly in social media.Azhagu Raja (Karthi), the sole son of
Prabhu and Saranya Ponvannan, owns associate less-traveled cable channel named All In All. There area unit solely 2 workers, one being Raja and alternative Kalyanam (Santhanam) within the TV channel. despite what they are doing, neither TRPs nor revenues were rising. The hero, accidentally, comes across Hindu deity Priya (Kajal Aggarwal). rather than

making an attempt to impress her, Azhagu Raja picks up a fight with Hindu deity Priya once she sings a song at a wedding. Azhagu Raja (Karthi), is the only son of the Muthukrishnan family. He owns an unpopular cable channel called Triple A. The cable company has only two employees, Raja and Kalyanam (Santhanam). Nothing they do improves the
companys fortunes. By chance, Raja meets Devi Priya (Kajal Aggarwal) when she is singing at a wedding. her unusual voice irritates him and they argue. However, Priya eventually agrees that she cannot sing well. Priya says she fails at everything she tries, even suicide. As their friendship blossoms, Raja tells his father, Muthukrishnan, about Priya which

triggers a memory in Muthukrishnan about his past. Azhagu Raja (Karthi), is the only son of the Muthukrishnan family. He owns an unpopular cable channel called Triple A. The cable company has only two employees, Raja and Kalyanam (Santhanam). Nothing they do improves the companys fortunes. By chance, Raja meets Devi Priya (Kajal Aggarwal) when
she is singing at a wedding. Her unusual voice irritates him and they argue. However, Priya eventually agrees that she cannot sing well. Priya says she fails at everything she tries, even suicide. As their friendship blossoms, Raja tells his father, Muthukrishnan, about Priya which triggers a memory in Muthukrishnan about his past. 5ec8ef588b
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